HOW TO BUY THE BRIL TOKEN

First, you should open an account on Coinbase if you haven't done so:
http://www.coinbase.com

It might take a while to get verified, but there you will be able to buy crypto with a bank account and/or credit
card.
The crypto you are interested in order to buy BRIL is Ethereum.

Then, go to https://www.myetherwallet.com/ and create a new wallet.
On the first page choose a strong password (important).

Then download the UTC file which will give you access to your wallet later on:

Save your private key. DO NOT SHARE WITH ANYONE this will be the key to your account.

Once that is done click on Save your address. Then you can open your wallet:

This is what the wallet looks like:

You can see your ETH address, use this address to ask for payments, send coins from Coinbase etc... This
address is OK to share (this is the public address)
To send some coins, click on Send Ether & token:

Once you have ETH in your wallet this is where you can spend them (To buy BRIL for example).

So once Coinbase and MyEtherWallet are set-up, you need to buy some ETH on Coinbase and transfer
them to your MEW (MyEtherWallet) wallet.
On Coinbase, you will have this screen

I don't have any ETH on Coinbase now but once you do, the "send" button will be available. Enter
your Public address in the recipient and the amount of ETH you want to send.
Remember your Private key (or private address) is never meant to be used anywhere unless you want to
recover your wallet in it if you lose the UTC file for example.
In order to buy BRIL, you have to send ETH from your MEW wallet and NOT from Coinbase. This is
because in order to claim your BRIL at the end of the ICO they will ask you to send a signed transaction
from your wallet (you cannot do this from Coinbase).
So, to recap: Buy ETH on Coinbase > Send ETH from Coinbase to MEW > Send ETH from MEW to BRIL
payment address.

Once you have sent your ETH, go to https://pinnacle-brilliance.com/icopaymentform.html
Fill out the information on the form and you are good to go.

